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Welcome to Rehap

R

ehap is an EU funded project that aims
to strengthen the European bio-economy
by creating novel materials from
agricultural and forestry waste, and then
considering how they can be used commercially
in the green building sector.

REHAP products. We also have an interview
with Professor Axel Tuma and Dr Andrea
Thorenz about their work at the University of
Augsburg, as well as news from the recent 25th
European Biomass Conference and Exhibition
in Stockholm.

In this first edition of the Rehap newsletter,
we hear from Giorgio Urbano of Italian firm
D’Appolonia about life cycle assessment of the

Don’t forget to follow us on twitter
@RehapProject and get in touch via our
website for debate and comments.

Links to the stories
1. Collecting the data to prove the benefits of
REHAP products
2. Interview with Professor Axel Tuma and
Dr. Andrea Thorenz
3. REHAP makes waves at the 25th
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Collecting the data to prove the benefits of REHAP products
Work is now underway to perform detailed life cycle assessment of the social,
economic and environmental benefits of the planned REHAP products. This work
will examine every step of the processes involved in taking the raw bio-material
to a green product to be used by the construction industry. Giorgio Urbano of
Italian firm D’Appolonia is leading this work and here explains progress being
made at the start of the project

S

ome of the first activities in the REHAP project
to start producing concrete results are those
related to assessing the energy, technological
and economical impacts of the materials
being developed for the final bio-products, all along
their life cycle from raw material to final product. This
vital work is being done in Work Package 6, which has
defined some clear objectives:
• To define a set of key performance indicators
(KPI) for the environmental, social and economic
impact evaluation of the REHAP processes.
• To carry out market analysis of competitive
materials and products on the market
• To manage the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA),
Life Cycle Costing (LCC) and Social Life Cycle
Assessment for the different technologies
• To perform integrated environmental, economic
and social assessment of the REHAP bio-based
building panel
• To lead resource efficiency studies for further
processes optimisation
This work is being led by Giorgio Urbano of
D’Appolonia, which will specifically evaluate the
environmental, economic and social impacts of
Rehap bio-based processes through Life Cycle
Assessment (E-LCA), Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LLCA)
and Social Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA).
These assessments will be further used as a starting
point to evaluate the environmental, economic
and social impacts of the developed bio-based
building panels. The work will also involve comparing
the REHAP panels to conventional non-renewable
building panels available on the market, which offer
similar performance credentials. REHAP expects that
the environmental and cost benefits of its panels will
then form the basis of a commercial business plan
that will enable their penetration into the market as
a viable green building solution.
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Later on in the project, a full market analysis will
also be performed to ensure that the pricing for the
REHAP panels is competitive compared to the fossilbased alternatives and other bio-based alternatives
already on the market.
“This work has now started in the project,” says
Giorgio Urbano. “We need to develop a product
that has positive economic, environmental and
social impact. Every partner in the project is
providing a piece of this bigger picture, so we need
to start now and collect all these inputs and data to
make sure that we build the right final product. By
analysing the impact of each part of the process,
we will be able to do that.
“So, in order to have an accurate assessment of the
total impact of the final product, we need to have all
the inventory data, starting with the raw material and
passing through the entire processes including the
final production of the panels,” he explains further.

“We need to develop a product
that has positive economic,
environmental and social impact.
Every partner in the project is
providing a piece of this bigger
picture, so we need to start now
and collect all these inputs and
data to make sure that we build
the right final product”
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“For example, in the green cement, we need
a plasticizer that is made with some bio-based
materials, but we have to produce these biobased materials in the first place. To produce
these, we need lignin and to have this lignin we
need straw – the base material that starts the
whole thing off and where we start our LCA.”
At this stage of the project, the work being
done by D’Appolonia is in the scoping phase,
where the team is defining the pathways for
the materials and processes towards the final
product and how these interact as well as the
interdependencies of the various aspects of the
work within the project by other partners.
“Part of the task ahead, therefore, is to build a
map indicating where the interactions between
data, partners, processes and materials lie. We
have now built this map,” explains Urbano.
“We started with the project descriptions,
describing the activities of each partner
and collecting the data provided from them
for each process step for the four products
being developed. We started with simplified
blocks for a diagram, in which material
flows were included. Then we identified the
responsible partner for each of the project
stages and looked at how they would be
providing the related data, to assess the
environmental, economic and social impact
of the target processes.
“We have also started to define the table
of contents related to the market analysis;
what could be foreseen for month 18, for
example and so, we have provided this
structure, where each responsible partner
will be in charge of providing some market
data about a competitive product in order to
evaluate the market potential for each of the
intermediate products.”
With the framework in place, the next stage is to
start collecting the data, split into blocks of time
within the project, from the first phase, which is
the research phase, approaching the finish and
development and the second phase which is
the processing, scaling up and demonstration.
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“Part of the task ahead,
therefore, is to build a
map indicating where the
interactions between data,
partners, processes and
materials lie. We have now
built this map”

“We will perform an intermediate as well as a
final environmental and economic impact study
based on the scaling up approaches; trying to
understand what could be the environmental
impact in a large-scale production; even if this
large-scale production is not in operation, but just
on paper,” explains Urbano.
“The only thing that we are missing in the
description of the activities so far is the selfsufficiency studies that are also being developed
in WP6; so, in parallel with the LCA, the LCC and
social lexical analysis, we are going to develop
around four resource efficiency audits of the
final outcomes.
“Up to now, the mapping and categorising
of all the processes is going to be used for
both actions. The foreseen action will be to
categorise a benchmark for the different
processes and to provide the studies and
suggested efficiency measures.
“The project is seeking to provide an
environmental benefit in the processes and
products being developed in terms of a lower
use of fossil-based resources,” concludes Urbano.
“The target is set on 80-100 per cent less fossilbased resources used and shorter emission and
energy consumption up to 30 per cent.
“So, while we are expecting the project to provide
these environmental and economic benefits we
don’t have enough data at the moment to make
these claims. That is what we hope to provide.”
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Interview with Professor Axel Tuma and Dr. Andrea Thorenz
Chair of Production & Supply Chain Management, Institute of Materials Resource
Management, University of Augsburg
Has this study revealed any interesting findings
to date?
AXEL: Well, our study is basically
looking at how much “stuff” we
have in Europe and, if we scale
up what we have found so far
and if we are really successful
in the project, we think we
can drive a bio-economy with
agroforestry waste.
The study has focused on how much base biomaterial we have in Europe and where is it
located. For example, we have found out that
we have a lot of wheat straw in the Paris area. So,
the interesting question now is how much of it can
we use? First of all, we have the bio-mass, but of
course everything that is needed in the food chain
should remain for food; we don’t want to touch
this. The next thing is to look to the farmers; they
use, for example, straw as a soil conditioner. We
don’t want to change this, so we need to work out
the sustainable removal rate. For example, only 40
per cent of the wheat straw should be removed
from the field. Then we have other competitive
users like horse bedding, straw for cattle and so on.
Essentially, we want to keep things sustainable and
traditional in terms of all this, and calculate what
we are able to remove while doing so. In this way,
we don’t touch the food issue and are sustainable
when it comes to farming methods.
How have you done this study?
ANDREA: First of all, we
investigated all the existing
databases. Fortunately, the data
that exists about the subsidies the
farmers get from the European
Union is very well reported and
clearly shows where the bio-mass from this goes.
We have also taken some research using industry
reports and we have now put all this data
together. What we have produced is a report
about where materials come from and what are
most useful for us.
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The most promising species in the agricultural sector
is wheat, which we expected, with large arisings of
46million tonnes of bio-economic potential, which we
can use without bothering the farmers. This is followed
by maize stover, barley straw and rapeseed.
In terms of the areas where these materials are
currently grown, it is quite interesting. The area of
Paris is really important concerning wheat straw,
with nearly 7 million tonnes in the area alone. South
West France is also highly productive with wheat,
so, France is very important in terms of wheat. The
Czech Republic and Bulgaria follow. France, again,
Italy and Romania are important areas for maize
stover and the area of Paris and Spain are interesting
concerning barley and rapeseed.
Were any of these results unexpected?
ANDREA: Yes. It is the first time that we have used this
type of research and I was surprised with the fact that
it is so centred on France. I think that we have a lot of
materials. If we put it all together, it is more than 100
million tonnes per year and that is a very good base on
which to build a bio-economy.
Did you also work on forecasting how much
material will be available in the future?
AXEL: Yes. And again, wheat is the most promising. We
used different methods, based on expert estimations
from the European Union. If you look at the example
of rapeseed, in the last 15 years, we have grown
production from around 10 mega tonnes to 25 mega
tonnes. This 2.5 growth factor is due to the fact that
rapeseed goes to the bio-energy sector and this is
incentivised. So, you see that when there is an incentive
driven by the EU, it does work.
On the other hand, when we look at the expert’s
estimations going forward, we see that they are going
down in terms of rapeseed production. An explanation
for this is a lowering of the incentives to grow rape for
energy and so a switch away from energy crops in
general. The interesting thing here for me is the clear
impact the policy makers have on growth yields. This, of
course, is positive news for projects like REHAP, because
if we are successful and can convince policy makers
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of the benefits of our bio-products, what they
then do can have an impact on what biomass is
grown and where. So we can help drive policy.
Would it be fair to say that if we continue
growing rapeseed at this rate, that it is using
land that could be used for other crops?
AXEL: Yes, that is true, which is why it also is
important to carry out social and life cycle
assessment. We have to balance this and look at
all the processes involved in making a bio-product
and assess the impact it all has, environmental
and even social impacts. I think that is the very
clever approach this project is taking.
So, the study is now proving from your
initial results that there is a good basis for
expanding the bio-economy based on what is
available and what can be used sustainably.
What is next once this particular work is done
and how can this then be usefully applied?
ANDREA: After this study, we will deal with the
issue of quality - the question of whether or not
the quality is sufficient in the places we find the
materials. This work is done in the same work
package, and will impact on the data we have
produced and enhance it. We will then complete
the database and make it available for all. This
will show us where the most interesting bio-mass,
like wheat, maize, barley and bark is now and
will be for the next 10 years for specific regions of
Europe. It will also, to a large extent, identify the
quality of this material as far as we can.
AXEL: Another point about this study that
was also interesting relates to the issue of
sustainable supply chain and resource
management. Coming from a background
of supply chain management, I am normally
developing strategic supply chains, which
means where is the procurement site, where
are the production facilities, where are storage
areas and distribution centres?
So here we will design an optimal network for a
European bio-economy. What is the cost, ecoefficiency and the optimal procurement strategy
in these areas? From there, we can predict how
many procurement points, how many storage
points, what facilities and what capacity is
needed and where, hopefully close to the
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“Take a tree, which can stand for
hundreds of years. When it falls,
micro-organism take its residues, make
fresh soil and give life to new trees. In the
same spirit we must produce bio-based
products, which will be reintegrated in
nature and come back in many new
ways and cycles”

customers. We will do this on a cost data basis, but also
using the life cycle data and the social life data.
With all this in place, the data you have and then the
planning for the infrastructure, how big do you think
that the bio economy can get?
AXEL: The people are so inspiring and to be honest,
I cannot really estimate. In my opinion, it is difficult to
develop all these bio chemical processes but I am
optimistic with the skills of the people.
So, significant growth potential is there?
AXEL: Yes. I think so. We are really believers in closed-loop
supply chains, which mean that we do not only look at the
supply chain, but also issues like re-use, re-manufacturing
and effective recycling. This is a common approach with
industrial products, like computers, cell-phones and so on.
So, this is the first time that we have entered this bio-arena
and looked closely at a green cycle or the starting point of
a green cycle.
What do you mean by green cycles?
ANDREA: A green cycle means that all the products
we construct, from the first material, will come back in
a recycling cycle. We really believe that if we want, or if
future generations want, life on this planet, we have to
imitate nature, which really does go in green cycles and
has done for hundreds of millions of years. Take a tree,
which can stand for hundreds of years. When it falls, microorganism take its residues, make fresh soil and give life to
new trees. In the same spirit we must produce bio-based
products, which will be reintegrated in nature and come
back in many new ways and cycles. This is the starting point
for a green cycle and a circular economy. It is our belief
that if we work in this field we will come closer to nature
and in that way we can develop a real circular economy,
as nature has done for hundreds of millions of years.
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Theoretical, technical and bioeconomic potential for the most promising
agricultural residue sources (all values in Mt)

Absolute quantities of focal substances available from bioeconomic
potentials of agroforestry residues
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Bioeconomic potential versus total concentration of focal substances
for different agricultural residues

Agricultural arisings in NUTS 1 regions
(NUTS= Nomenclature des Unités Territoriales Statistiques)
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REHAP makes waves at the 25th European Biomass
Conference and Exhibition in Stockholm

You can
download the
roller banner,
poster and leaflet
from the
conference on
our website here

T

he global biomass community gathered
in Stockholm from June 12-15 to conduct
business, network and discuss the latest
developments and innovations as well as to
discover the most innovative bioenergy applications
from industry – and REHAP was there in force.
EUBCE is the most important international conference
for the biomass sector, combined with a technology
exhibition. For more than 30 years, it has been serving
as the annual meeting point for biomass experts
from research, development and the industry. With
presentations addressing the latest technologies,
the policy framework, and the medium and longterm strategies and potentials, EUBCE is the interface
between science, industry and policy makers.
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As such, many research projects were also
present, with REHAP also on display. Insight
Publishers, REHAP’s communications WP leader,
was the Platinum Media Sponsor for the event
and was able to use this opportunity to promote
its bio-based projects. The REHAP poster was on
display, while hundreds of project leaflets were
also distributed. IPL’s William Davis and Sam
Davis were also on hand to explain the project
objectives to interested delegates.
And there were more than 1,500 delegates from
70 countries in attendance and, as the hosting
country, Sweden ranked first by number of
participants, followed by Germany and Italy. More
than 850 presentations covering the entire scope
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“We need long-term vision, policy
consistency and stability; we need
transformation of the economy,
not a marginal change; we need
technology specific policies instead of
technology neutrality; we need
phase-out fossil fuels and keep fossil
carbon in the ground”

of biomass value chains were given as well as two
parallel events and five workshops conducted. As
part of the event programme, a tour to Scandinavian
Biogas Södertörn Plant was also organised.
David Baxter, Former European Commission, Joint
Research Centre said: “The very strong message
we all heard at the beginning of the conference
was that replacement of fossil fuels (coal, oil and
natural gas) in the shortest possible time is absolutely
essential. There is no time to lose eliminating fossil
carbon emissions from the activities of human
society. It is clear that all available alternatives
to fossil fuels are needed and that biomass is an
essential component in the transition to a 100 per
cent renewable society.
“Hence the main theme of the conference, “The
indispensable role of biomass”. While maintaining
adherence to the principles of environmental
sustainability it is therefore obvious that it is a
question of how biomass can be utilised for
bioenergy, biofuels, biochemicals and the wider
bioeconomy and not whether biomass should be
used at all.
“Strategies for the integrated use of biomass
within the widest scope of land use are essential.
Appropriate technologies are already being
exploited as we heard in EUBCE 2017 and research
will continue to EUBCE 2018 and beyond.”
Henrik Hernrooth, Chairman of the Boards of Pöyry
PLC and Chairman of the Climate Leadership
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Council, Conference General Co-Chair added:
“I feel that we need to gradually move from
sustainability debate into sustainable action. In
order to define what it is sustainable we need
better measurements of biomass. Biomass is
visible from the satellite and it is an interesting
carbon stock that we can now measure with
proper tools. Much of the debate about future is
about threats. We need to move this debate into
a positive vision.”
Heinz A. Ossenbrink, Former European
Commission, Joint Research Centre, described
his perspective on integrating renewable
energies along eight Vs - Vision, Variety, Versatility,
Vectors, Value, Vulnerability, Visibility and Victory concluding that renewable energy could provide
100 per cent of Europe’s energy by 2042.
Gustav Melin, Managing Director, Svebio said: “In
the last 10 years, we got three times more carbon
assimilated in biomass than what is needed for
one year global energy supply. So, I would like to
give two messages to all scientists: stop talking
about bioenergy as a limited resource. All facts
show that there is enough biomass for all energy
needs. Stop talking about non-food biomass: it
is an irrelevant argument, there are always other
reasons behind starvation than our capacity to
grow food.”
Nicolae Scarlat, Technical Programme Chairman,
European Commission, Joint Research Centre,
Directorate for Energy, Transport and Climate,
summarised the results of the conference into
four take-home messages: “We need long-term
vision, policy consistency and stability; we need
transformation of the economy, not a marginal
change; we need technology specific policies
instead of technology neutrality; we need phaseout fossil fuels and keep fossil carbon in the ground.”

The 26th European Biomass Conference
and Exhibition will take place in Denmark
on 14-18 May 2018 and will include a
technical tour. IPL will be media partners
again and there will be free delegate
places available for REHAP partners.
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Rehap May meeting round-up

T

he VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
hosted the second Rehap consortium meeting,
where partners came together to discuss the
overall progress of the project, looking closely at
results and developments from specific studies such as
the life-cycle analysis (LCA), and lay strategies for future
activities and actions.
Partners from D’Appolonia (DAPP) commenced by
presenting information on key performance parameters
for the sustainability, energy and techno-economical
evaluation project, identifying the key partners for each
production chain, the data required, and pending plans
for partners to deliver price information and possible by/
co-products for benchmark analysis.
Mr. Axel Tuma from the University of Augsburg, Germany,
presented partners with data gathered from the first
deliverable on agroforestry and displayed interesting
results on where biomass resources are available
in Europe. Click here: Raw material potential for
biopolymers in Europe.
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Partners Cartif, explained their study on quality
standards and protocols of agricultural materials
– in particular wheat, maize and barley - in order
to determine critical strictures and prevent issues
such as the over reaping of materials, and to set
regulations that ensure the final product meets set
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standards and purpose. A biomass database
has been created to keep track of the results
from biomasses treated within the project.

In light of these technical developments, Mr. Hendrik
Waegeman explained the upscaling capacities and
equipment’s available at BBEPP for future processing.

Further discussions followed on the
optimization of biomass waste streams, with
several partners presenting materials they
will be testing for the development of final
products. For example, a smaller sample is
needed of wheat straw lignin cake for further
characterization and content testing, and
increased testing of spruce bark is needed for
improved tannin yield.

Finally, Insight Publishers Ltd. presented updates on the
project communication and dissemination and the
work done so far in raising the profile of Rehap and the
development of the Rehap website. Click here and
have a look around!
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The meeting ended with partners presenting a number of
actions to be completed over the next six months, to be
reviewed in October 2017.
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